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Abstract—One of the most notable features of collectible card games is deckbuilding, that is, defining a personalized deck before the real game. Deckbuilding is a challenge that involves a big and rugged search space, with different and unpredictable behaviour after simple card changes and even hidden information. In this paper, we explore the possibility of automated deckbuilding: a genetic algorithm is applied to the task, with the evaluation delegated to a game simulator that tests every potential deck against a varied and representative range of human-made decks. In these preliminary experiments, the approach has proven able to create quite effective decks, a promising result that proves that, even in this challenging environment, evolutionary algorithms can find good solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Collectible Card Games (CCGs) have been part of the mainstream gaming culture since the 90s, when Magic: the GatheringTM first became popular. Such games have suffered a recent growth thanks to HearthStone: Heroes of WarCraftTM [1], a game that, thanks to a very effective Free-To-Play model, reached a record of 40 million registered accounts in 2016 [2].

The common objective in a wide set of turn-based card games is to beat the opponent by using on him different types of cards (such as spells or minions). In CCGs every player is asked to construct a specific deck before the actual match. As the cards include specific rules that deeply affect the interaction between players, building a deck promotes an interesting and rich game play.

These kind of games are an interesting test bed in AI research, as players need to deal with hidden information and randomness, with the combination of states, rules and cards that may imply complex or unpredicted reactions, such as combos, combination of card so explosive that probably have not been anticipated even by the creators of the game.

Several authors have applied diverse computational intelligence methods to a variety of problems related to this field. For example, Cowling et al. compared different Monte Carlo tree search methods to deal with the imperfect information of the Magic: the Gathering game, obtaining better results that an expert rule-based agent [3]. CCGs have also been used as an example of the application of a framework to automatically detect design issues of new games [4].

However, previous works dealt with the AI aspects of the game in terms of automatic playing and behavior design. Being the construction of the deck a very important part of this kind of games, where players may spend hundred of dollars in buying cards, it is quite surprising the lack of works in the literature proposing computational methods for automatic deck generation and analysis of their effectiveness.

These techniques can also be interesting for CCGs manufacturers or developers, as adding new sets of cards may unbalance the game. Balancing games is a complex task, as new cards can affect previous rules, as well as all the possible combinations of card effects [5].

This paper proposes a methodology to automatically create decks for CCGs using an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), an optimization technique loosely inspired by natural evolution. In EAs, potential solutions are encoded in a suitable format, and an objective function called fitness is automatically optimized [6]. EAs have already been extensively used in AI generation for videogames [7], [8], [9].

EAs are commonly used in combinatorial problems, as they commonly produce very effective combinations of elements, yet quite different from what a human expert would do. In the current framework, it makes possible to obtain competitive decks from scratch, i.e. without adding human knowledge. The proposed approach encode the candidate decks as vectors. The fitness function used to drive the evolutionary process is based on a series of actual matches against properly selected opponents. The resulting statistics are then analyzed and parsed to obtain a numerical metric.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: after some background in CCGs and Evolutionary Algorithms, the proposed approach is described in Section III. After the experimental setup (Section IV), the results are discussed in Section V. Finally, the Conclusions and future lines or work are addressed.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section we present some preliminary concepts that will help the reader to better understand the work.
A. Collectible card games

The field of CCGs, that exploded with Magic: the Gathering in 1993, over time developed a specific terminology. There is a set of shared concepts in this field: deckbuilding (decks can be prepared by the player, following certain rules); competitive play (the objective is to defeat the opponent); card costs (players have limited resources available every turn, and playing each card consumes some of these resources). While there are many variations on CCGs, ranging from cooperative play to games with no card costs, the popular ones — namely Magic, HearthStone, and Yu-Gi-Oh! — include all these concepts.

1) Deck types: Some of these terms are referred to the type of decks:

- **Aggro**, short for “aggression”, is a deck driven by a relatively simple strategy: the player attempts to finish the game in its early stages, quickly consuming lots of resources to inflict the maximum possible damage to the opponent. Typically, if a player with an Aggro deck cannot end the game fast enough, he will eventually lose in the mid or late game.

- **Combo** is a deck where player’s main objective is to survive until he manages to draw all the necessary pieces of a combination. Combos usually include two or more synergistic cards that allow the player to unleash a considerable amount of damage (ideally lethal) over the span of a single turn, securing the game. Players with these decks may lose if the opponent is able to produce a significant attack before all the pieces of the combination are gathered, or if the opponent is prepared to somehow counter it.

- **Control** is a deck chosen to keep the opponent in check, neutralizing early-game threats to prolong the match until the late game, where they can finish off using high-cost, high-value cards. Players with Control decks risk losing if they cannot find good answers for the cheap, effective threats of Aggro decks, or if they fail to counter the lethal combinations of Combo decks.

2) Metagame: The term *metagame* is used to describe conceptually difficult activities associated with game play, perceived by players as ‘peripheral’ to the game itself, but important to the whole game experience. Concretely, in the context of CCGs, *metagame* indicates the types of decks that a player entering a specific competitive event (or ladder) is expected to find, in largest numbers. Or in other words, ‘what everyone else is playing’ [10].

B. HearthStone

Launched in 2013, Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft is an online CCG, developed by Blizzard Entertainment. Players compete against each other, trying to reduce the enemy health from 30 to 0 points, building their decks from a pool of cards that is constantly increasing, when either expansion packs or single-player adventures that reward the player with collectible cards upon completion are published. Currently, there are 743 unique collectible cards in the game, with more planned to be added in the future through additional content. Every card has an associated probability to be obtained when the player buys an envelope, being related with its power: common, rare, epic and legendary.

Cards in HearthStone fall into two main categories: spells and minions. Spells are played, create an effect on the battlefield, and then are discarded. Minions, on the other hand, stay in play, and can be used to attack the enemy Hero or other minions. Each card has a cost, that is paid when the card is played, using crystals (also called mana), a resource that grows every turn. On their first turn, players can use a total of one crystal, on the second turn they are allotted two crystals, and so on, to a maximum of ten crystals for turns ten and later. The cost is used for balance: powerful cards have a higher cost, cheaper cards are not as effective. A deck has to feature cards of all costs, in order to be able to play effectively in the early, mid and late game.

In HearthStone, deckbuilding is further constrained by the *Hero* the player chooses: each Hero features a special power that can be activated during the game, and exclusive cards that can only be used for that Hero. There are currently 9 different types of Hero: Druid, Hunter, Mage, Paladin, Priest, Rogue, Shaman, Warlock and Warrior. Even if it is theoretically possible to build an Aggro/Combo/Control deck using each Hero, in practice most Heroes are more suited to a single deck type. For example, the Priest’s ability and exclusive cards make it a very powerful choice for Control (with several variations of Priest Control decks), but a poor one for Aggro.

C. Evolutionary algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [6], [11] are bio-inspired meta-heuristics that can be effectively used to find nearly optimal solutions for optimization problems. Usually an EA starts by generating a set of random solutions, called *population*, following a user-defined description. Then, it evaluates each candidate solution, called *individual*, assigning it a *fitness* value, that describes how good the individual is, with regards to the target problem. New solutions are then generated by the application of *operators* that either mutate a single existing solutions or recombine different existing solutions. After each iteration, called *generation*, the least fit individuals are removed, and the process continues until a user-defined stop condition is met.

What makes EAs particularly interesting is their ability to manipulate complex structures such as binary trees or graphs [12]; and their relying only upon the fitness values, that can be provided by black-box evaluation, with no need of assumptions of regularity or stochasticity of the search space. For all these reasons, EAs have been already successfully employed in game design, for example evolving the parameters of an agent that play RTS such as *Planet Wars* [7] or generating the strategy of a *StarCraft™* bot [13], and even the automatic creation of card games [14].
III. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this work, we propose to use an EA to optimize the deck for a specific metagame. The EA initially generates random decks, and then mutates and combines the most promising ones to generate new solutions. Candidate decks are evaluated using an AI capable of playing HearthStone, against a set of representative human-designed decks that define the target metagame. Their fitness is tied to the total number of victories obtained. We will go into details of the different aspects of the approach next.

A. Candidate solutions

Solutions in our problem are decks: following HearthStone’s rules, a deck has to be composed of exactly 30 cards, with no more than two copies of each, or exactly one copy in the case of Legendary cards. Decks can include both Neutral cards and those reserved to a single specific Hero.

B. Fitness function

As the evolutionary algorithm can freely manipulate decks, swapping any card for any other, crossing two decks and so on, it is possible that it will obtain decks that violate the rules of the game: for example, by having more than 2 copies of the same card, or more than 1 copy of a Legendary one. Also, while the total number of victories obtained is important, at the same time we desire a deck with a fair chance to win against all decks in the metagame, and not one that mercilessly slaughters specific opponents and loses badly against other ones. Also, and due to the stochastic nature of the game, a single execution of a game against a deck would not be statistically significant [15], so for each opponent at least 15 games should be played. For these reasons, the fitness function is divided into three parts, evaluated following a lexicographical order:

1) Correctness: this metric takes into account the number of errors in the decklist (repeated cards). decks that have this fitness value bigger than 0 are not evaluated further, and all their remaining fitness values are set to the lowest possible amount. This fitness value is to be minimized.

2) Victories: straightforwardly, this is the total number of victories obtained by the decklist played 16 times against each of the decks in the target metagame. This fitness value is to be maximized.

3) Standard deviation: this value is computed by evaluating the number of victories obtained against each opponent, and computing the standard deviation with regards to the number of victories against other opponents. If the deck obtains the same number of victories against all opponents, its standard deviation will be optimal. This fitness value is to be minimized.

This type of lexicographical fitness, using different parry opponents has been successfully used in previous works [13], [7].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section describes the algorithm used and the decisions taken into account to model the fitness function.

A. Evolutionary algorithm

The EA used in the experience is μGP, a general-purpose evolutionary framework [16], designed to easily implement different optimization problems out-of-the-box, thanks to its flexible definition of individual structure and external evaluator. The project is available on SourceForge. During all the experiments, μGP has been configured with the parameters reported in Table I. The evolutionary operators collectively allow the EA to replace a card with any other card and cross over two decks.

B. MetaStone

MetaStone is an open-source HearthStone simulator. It allows the manual creation of decks using the cards available in HearthStone and simulate games between decks, obtaining several statistics, such as turns taken or the damage done. Different heuristics can be selected for the AI engine, based on a score given to the actions that are evaluated in each turn, taking into account a combination of weights of the type of minions/spells used.

- Play Random: each turn the actions (moves) to play are selected randomly.
- Greedy Optimize Move: in each turn the AI selects each move ordered by score.
- Greedy Optimize Turn: in each turn the AI selects the combination of all possible moves with the higher score.
- Flat MonteCarlo Tree: during a certain number of iterations the AI simulates random moves until possible ends of the match to calculate the score.

C. Opponents decks

For the experimental evaluation, we consider the metagame of Season 18 of HearthStone competitive play, featuring the base set, the adventures Curse of Naxxramas and Blackrock Mountain, and the expansions sets Goblin vs Gnomes and The Grand Tournament, that overall include 694 cards. We have chosen this set of cards because it is the one used in the

1http://ugp3.sourceforge.net/
2https://github.com/demilich1/metastone
last season before the metagame changed to current (and still changing) one: just before the newest expansion (League of Explorers) appeared. This season has a good representation of different deckbuilding strategies, and we selected 4 representative human-designed Aggro decks (Hunter, Mage, Paladin, Shaman), 3 Control (Priest, Warrior, Warlock) and 2 Combo (Druid, Rogue).

The considered decks have been taken from the website of Tempo Storm, an American e-sports professional video game team, and selected among the ones able to reach the highest rank in the competitive ladder during season 18.

1) MidRange Druid (Combo): This Combo deck aims at using a combination of 2 cards, Force of Nature and Savage Roar, that can inflict from 14 to 30 damage to the opponent, depending on board conditions. However, the combined cost of the two cards is 9 (6+3), thus the deck has to stall for time in the early game, and slowly build a ramp by using specific Druid cards that increase your resources faster than the opponent’s.

2) MidRange Hunter (Aggro): This Hunter deck is slower than similar Aggro decks, trading cheap cards for cost-effective minions that are harder to remove, and thus more difficult to deal with for Control decks.

3) Mage Tempo (Aggro): In CCGs, Tempo is basically a measurement of the speed of a player’s progression through the game. This Aggro Mage deck uses cards that are able to improve one’s progression, while at the same time slowing down the opponent, making enemy minions unusable for one or more turns.

4) Aggro Paladin (Aggro): A fast, effective Aggro deck, that attempts to swarm the battlefield with a lot of weak but cheap minions. It includes a few ways to neutralize problematic answers from the opponent.

5) Shadow Madness Priest (Control): A classical Priest Control deck, that makes use of a few twists. The Priest’s Hero power normally would cure minions or the player; but there are a few Priest cards (with the keyword Shadow) that change this ability into inflicting an equal amount of damage. This deck tries to switch between curing and dealing damage depending on board conditions, to keep the match under control until it can finish off the opponent using relatively powerful creatures.

6) Oil Rogue (Combo): Another Combo deck, it exploits the Rogue’s ability to play multiple cards in the same turn, reducing their costs thanks to the aid of other cards. In the very first turns this Rogue deck will try to remove the opponent’s threats, all the while slowly building a large hand of cards, to finally unleash lethal damage in one single turn.

7) Mech Shaman (Aggro): This Aggro deck exploits the synergy of some Shaman cards with a specific category of minions, the Mechs. The Mechs are not as cheap as the minions used in other Aggro decks, but they are harder for the opponent to deal with, and interact nicely with each other, as some Mechs provide bonuses to all other Mechs in play.

8) Warlock MalyLock (Control): The Warlock’s default power allows the player to draw extra cards, in exchange for life points. Exploiting this feature, this deck tries to go through the deck, finally obtaining a single, expensive, powerful creature: the dragon Malygos. Malygos increases the amount of damage dealt by all of the player’s spells by a large quantity, allowing the Warlock to quickly close the game the turn after Malygos enters the field.

9) Warrior Control (Control): The Warrior’s Hero power allows it to cumulate Armor, a sort of shield that protects the life points: before damaging the player’s hit points, the opponent has to destroy all the Armor. Interestingly, while there is a cap for the hit points, there is no maximum limit for Armor. The Warrior tries to use the Armor to survive the early game, removing the most pernicious threats, while waiting for powerful, expensive minions that will be extremely effective in the late game.

D. Opponent decks analysis

In order to get an estimate of how well MetaStone can play the human-designed decks, we run a first tournament, where each deck was paired against every other for 256 games, using all combinations of the 4 possible AIs. Thus, 11520 games were played. From that results we discovered that the AI GreedyOptimizeTurn obtained the best percentage of victories, winning 4320 games out of the 11520 (37.5%). Therefore, we set this AI as the one to bet during the rest of the experiments. Focusing on the deck behavior using this AI, Table II shows the win ratio of each one.

E. Experimental results

As the fitness evaluator requires a lot of computational time to simulate the large number of games for each individual, every execution of the algorithm requires several days. However, as this is a proof-of-concept, we have performed two preliminary experiments, limiting each run to a different set of cards. The first is aimed at evolving a Mage deck, normally played as a control deck, and the second is focused on a Hunter deck, usually played as aggro. In both experiments, each candidate decklist was played 7 times (16) against every human-designed deck in the metagame, with the exception of the deck featuring the same Hero (ε=8), so each individual is tested 128 times in each evaluation.
V. DISCUSSION

The proposed approach is proven able to discover decks with a satisfying win ratio against competitive human-designed decks in the target metagame. Figure 1 shows the evolution of victories of the best, the average and worst individuals in each generation, showing the fitness improvement during the evolution. In both cases (Mage and Hunter) the final win ratio outperformed the Mage Tempo and Midrange Hunter decks from season 18, respectively: the best evolved Mage wins 71.87% of the matches (vs Mage Tempo, 69.14%) and the best evolved Hunter wins 57.81% of the matches (vs Midrange Hunter, 55.85%).

As the fitness evaluation is dependent on the MetaStone AI, however, our methodology might incur in overfitting with regards to the AI capabilities and playing style. By looking at the results of the preliminary tournament among the human-designed decks in Table II, it is immediately evident that MetaStone can use some decks (and some playing styles) better than others: for example, the Mid-Range Druid and Malylock decks, while pretty effective in the hand of an experienced human player, have relatively low performances when played by MetaStone. The human strategy for both decks relies upon waiting for specific cards (Force of Nature+Roar for the Druid, Malygos for the Warlock) and play them at the right moment, which is something that MetaStone might not be capable of. For this reason, we deem it useful to perform an expert card-by-card analysis of the deck found by the evolutionary approach, to understand whether the deck contains cards (and cards combinations) that are considered powerful by humans, or rather that MetaStone could play more effectively. The expertise comes from one of the authors, an average competitive HearthStone player, able to reach rank 10 in the season ladder (ranks 1-10 contain more or less the top 10% of the registered users [17]), that has played over 7,000 matches since the Open Beta of the game.

A. Evolved Mage deck

Figure 2 contains the best Mage decklist obtained at the end of the process. Mana curve (a histogram of the number
Fig. 2. The best decklist obtained through the evolutionary approach for Mage. Cards that are considered particularly powerful by a human expert are highlighted in **bold**. Cards that are considered sub-optimal are in *italics*. The rarity of each card is also marked as (in decreasing order of rarity) Legendary (L), Epic (E), Rare (R), Common (C), Basic (B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MINIONS</th>
<th>SPELLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antique Healbot (C)</td>
<td>Blizzard (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antique Healbot (C)</td>
<td>Blizzard (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argent Commander (R)</td>
<td>Dragon's Breath (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baron Geddon (L)</td>
<td>Fireball (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clockwork Gnome (C)</td>
<td>Flame Lance (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clockwork Gnome (C)</td>
<td>Flamestrike (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clockwork Knight (C)</td>
<td>Flamestrike (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coliseum Manager (R)</td>
<td>Mirror Image (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dancing Swords (C)</td>
<td>Polymorph Boar (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fallen Hero (R)</td>
<td>Polymorph Boar (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flesheating Ghoul (C)</td>
<td>Pyroblast (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gormok The Impaler (L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imp Master (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leper Gnome (C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leper Gnome (C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razorfen Hunter (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razorfen Hunter (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War Golem (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Elemental (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Mana curve of the evolved Mage deck.

of cards grouped by cost, shown in Figure 3) shows that the deck is clearly Aggro, using several small, effective minions as early threats (*Clockwork Gnome, Fallen Hero, Leper Gnome, Razorfen Hunter*); blocking the opponent’s minions in the mid-game through so-called freeze spells (*Blizzard, Frost Nova*), that prevent hit minions from acting during the next turn, or directly wiping the board with *Flamestrike*; and finally attempting to finish off the game through large minions and powerful spells (*Baron Geddon, Fireball, War Golem, Pyroblast*).

There are a few remarkable properties of the evolved deck, that we are going to describe in more detail. First of all, the majority of cards appear in two copies, the maximum number allowed, even if there is no explicit pressure to have this configuration in the fitness function. The evolutionary algorithm autonomously discovered that possessing a higher number of copies of some cards is better, since it makes the deck more reliable. Secondly, a considerable percentage of cards appearing in the deck have been often used in the competitive ladder, with the exception of *Coliseum Manager*, considered a sub-optimal minion, *Razorfen Hunter*, that has several strong competitors in the same niche, and *Gormok the Impaler*, which is sometimes used but considered very circumstantial by the players.

Finally, the deck includes several interesting synergies. *Antique Healbot, Clockwork Gnome, Clockwork Knight:* these are all minions of type *Mech*, and Clockwork Knight is able to boost other Mechs. *Imp Master, Gormok the Impaler, Razorfen Hunter:* Gormok is a Legendary minion with a powerful ability that rarely activates, since it requires the presence of at least other 4 other minions on your side of the field; the other cards all spawn extra minions on the battlefield, making it easier to activate Gormok. *Flesheating Ghoul,* that increases its strength every time a creature on the board dies, works very nicely with spells able to wipe the board such as *Blizzard* and *Flamestrike*.

Table III presents results and play statistics of the evolved decklist against each one of the human-designed decks. The deck is able to win reliably against most of the opponents, being particularly effective against Warlock, Shaman and even Paladin (the highest ranking deck in the preliminary evaluation). On the other hand, the toughest match-ups seems to be Hunter and Warrior: the former is probably often able to out-run the Mage deck in a damage race; the latter is more of a control deck relying on large, dangerous minions that are hard to deal with for the Mage deck.

**B. Evolved Hunter deck**

Figure 4 showcases the best Hunter decklist obtained at the end of the evolutionary process. Again, the deck is clearly Aggro (see Figure 5), but this time it exploits a relatively large selection of creature-removal spells, that can probably be used to control the field in the mid-game. Interestingly, the deck exploits either minions with a low cost (*Gadgetzan Jouster, Jungle Panther, Lance Carrier*), or with a large cost (*Gazlowe, King Krush, Piloted Sky Golem, Sneed’s Old Shredder*), while featuring lots of spells with intermediate cost (*Multi-shot, Cobra Shot, Deadly Shot, Powershot*).

Again, even without a specific pressure to do so, the algorithm found it useful to include double copies of several cards. And most of the cards have seen play in the competitive ladder: *Sylvanas Windrunner and Loatheb* are two Legendaries considered extremely powerful, *Animal Companion, Kill Command* and *Unleash the Hounds* are included in almost all Hunter decks, and the same can be said for one of the two weapons, *Glaivezooka, Annoy-o-Tron* and *Defender of Argus* are also pretty popular, albeit they are more used in decks featuring other Heros. *Fel Reaver* is perhaps the most surprising choice, being a large, cheap creature with a huge drawback: every time the opponent plays a card, Fel Reaver destroys the top three cards of the player’s deck. The usual response to Fel Reaver is to play as many cards as possible, in
order to remove a huge part of its controller’s deck; but maybe the MetaStone AI is not able to assess correctly the drawback, and thus in this environment Fel Reaver might be even more effective. The deck also features some questionable choices: Hungry Crab, Goldshire Footman and Ship’s Cannon simply have too many better competitors in their respective niches; while Bestial Wrath’s effect is considered too circumstantial to be useful in competitive play.

Nevertheless, we can observe again some interesting synergies: Kill Command and Bestial Wrath are enhanced by minions of type Beast, and the deck has 4 of them (counting the spell Animal Companion, that puts a random Beast in play); Metaltooth Leaper boosts minions of type Mech, which the deck plays 6 of; Flare and Kezan Mystic are two cards that are particularly effective against spells used by Mage and Paladin decks, the top two of our preliminary evaluation; finally, even if not particularly cost-effective, Captain Greenskin can enhance both Gladiator’s Longbow and Glaivezooka.

From the results in Table IV, it is noticeable how the deck’s performance is particularly good against Druid and Warlock, that are probably too slow to deal with the Hunter’s aggression; while the worst match-ups are versus Priest, which is effective against low-strength minions, and Mage, another Hero whose cards are able to wipe the board, resulting in a big disadvantage for aggressive decks.

C. Remarks

While the presented proof-of-concept seems promising, there are a few weak points that are worth discussing. The most evident issue lies in the fitness function: MetaStone is a good AI, but so far it cannot attain human-comparable levels of play, especially with the settings we used for the experiments, based on a greedy choice; thus, it is hard to tell whether the optimization process is discovering generally good decks, or good decks just for this specific AI. This issue is hard to solve, but the fact that the evolutionary process created a deck with cards considered good by human players is at least encouraging. In future works, we plan to perform a play-by-play analysis of selected games using the evolved decks, in order to better study the problem.

Another possible issue lies in our definition of the search space. Currently, the evolutionary algorithm is free to replace a card with any other card in the set, with a low chance of obtaining an improvement. It would probably be more sensible
to include mutations able to transform a card into other cards with the same cost, or similar characteristics, as human players often do when considering modifications to a decklist. The presence of such mutations could potentially help smoothen the fitness landscape, driving the algorithm towards interesting areas more effectively.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a methodology for the automatic evolution of decks for collectible card games using HearthStone as a case study. An evolutionary algorithm is applied to the task. This EA uses as the structure of an individual a list of 30 cards, taken from the almost 700 available. The fitness function is the number of victories of the candidate deck against popular human-made competitive decks, performed through MetaStone, an AI able to play HearthStone. Two experiments have been conducted, and the proposed approach proved able to create a competitive Mage and Hunter deck for a specific real-world metagame, taken from Season 18 (the last one before the current, and still changing, metagame).

In future works, we plan to evolve decks for other Heroes, improve the evolutionary algorithm by adding context-aware mutations, and perform a play-by-play analysis of the decks, to try and assess the generality of our approach.
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